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Samsung MagicINFO 7
Turn digital signage into business insights

What is Samsung’s MagicINFO?

Three-part content management solution

Bring content to life with an intuitive, connected workflow

The MagicINFO Solution allows businesses to conveniently create, schedule and play content across a signage network. This
powerful platform is comprised of three primary components: Author, Server and Player.

MagicINFO Author, Server and Player each contain core sub-components, and with MagicINFO 7, new data & analytics services
supporting real-time integrated data collection and analysis are also available.

Author offers effective formatting tools, and an easy to navigate interface to create content. Server is an all-in-one content
management gateway for scheduling and arranging playlists and distributing content to connected displays. Player enables
you to showcase content without needing any external media player or a dedicated PC.

MagicINFO Author sub-components include Web Author, an online basic content creation tool, Premium Author, a standalone
application to create professional content, and Video Wall Author for professional video wall content creation for both formal
and informal layouts. MagicINFO Server sub-components include Edge Server which speeds up downloads and deployment
for large enterprise-scale signage networks, Remote Control Server which speeds up device control and monitoring, and
Remote Content Download Server which reduces the burden of MagicINFO Server while also increasing overall stability.
MagicINFO Player subcomponents include S Player, a powerful embedded media player and I Player, a Windows-based media
player for complex setups.
With many businesses now requiring advanced data management, new data & analytics services include MagicINFO Datalink
for scenarios requiring real-time updates, and MagicINFO Analytics for data analysis.
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Why choose Samsung’s MagicINFO?

An evolution 12 years in the making

Solving your business challenges

First released in 2008, MagicINFO has evolved over the past 12 years to support a wide array of displays and customer needs.
In its earliest phase, MagicINFO was intended to be a simple content management system. The early versions supported very
basic server features like content upload, scheduling and distribution.
Over time, content authoring and remote management features were added to support an all-in-one workflow solution from
content creation to display monitoring and control. MagicINFO allowed businesses in any environment to conveniently create, schedule and deploy content across an entire digital signage network.

Samsung’s MagicINFO solution solves many of the most common challenges faced by businesses looking to utilize digital
signage. From troubleshooting hardware issues to deploying content across various displays and even delivering advanced
data analytics, MagicINFO makes digital signage simple and effective.
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One-stop device and content management

Versatile device capability

With MagicINFO, users can manage both the content and device on a
single platform. Unlike other content management solutions, Samsung’s
MagicINFO is a completely integrated solution for monitoring and controlling
hardware issues remotely, eliminating the need for site visits.

MagicINFO is a single integrated solution for all types of displays including
LCD and LED signage from standalone to outdoor, interactive displays, video
walls and more.
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MagicINFO 7, a powerful business insight platform
In 2019, MagicINFO 7 was released with expanded features for large enterprise customers. The latest version of MagicINFO
supports more effective organizational management, expanded remote management and even data analytics. Far from the
simple content management system it once was, MagicINFO has become a powerful business insight platform.
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Behavior Sensing

Reporting

Rule Setting

Intuitive user interface

Comprehensive business platform

Unlike other content management solutions which can only be used by
trained professionals, Samsung’s MagicINFO has an intuitive drag-and-drop
web interface for users of all backgrounds, with no special training needed.

Samsung’s MagicINFO is an all-in-one solution from content creation to
publication and monitoring. The latest version of MagicINFO can even
analyze content performance and offer better business insights to users.

Samsung MagicINFO 7
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MagicINFO Server

Content Management

Device Management

What can the MagicINFO Server do for you?

www.samsung.com

Sync Playlist

Device Group & Tag Management

Web Content Management

Simplif ied content management
MagicINFO Server can sync content between displays to ensure seamless, simultaneous playback. In addition, by grouping or tagging content together, users
can implement more efficient scheduling to deliver the right message, at the right time. Users can also easily manage HTML5 web content by uploading a Zip
file or URL straight from the server to play directly on the device.

Streamlined content & device management
MagicINFO Server is a central component of the solution, streamlining content and device management. The Server allows
users to upload, organize and build playlists from various content types. It enables scheduling to specifically tagged displays
or content with an easy drag-and-drop interface. The Server also allows content to be distributed to various display types,
reducing potential publishing interruptions and monitors all content and devices on a single dashboard. Users are alerted
real-time via email and mobile notifications of any errors. Supporting both remote hardware and content management,
MagicINFO serves as a virtual “remote control,” permitting content managers to change display properties from anywhere.
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Multi Channel Management

NO SIGNAL

Multi Frame Management

Backup Play

Dynamic content distribution
MagicINFO Server distributes content to all the displays in the network, maintaining a consistent flow at all times, reducing potential interruptions. The content
can be deployed through multi-frames and multi-channels within a single screen. The Server also prevents gaps in delivering essential content through a backup play setting that transfers content to a secondary display if the main device is out of order.

Uploading Content

Content Scheduling

Content Publication

Monitoring & Control

Feature list
Content management

Content distribution

Simple Scheduling
Nested Playlist
Playlist Restoring
NEW

Tag Management
Web Content Management
Video Wall Layout Manager
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Monitoring & Control

Backup Play
NEW

Dual Signage Presentation

Monitoring Dashboard
NEW

*Only supported by I Player

External Server Monitoring

Multi Channel Management
Multi Frame Management
Group Management

Advanced Email Notification
Error Detection

NEW

Enhanced Remote Control
Security Control

Email Notification

Error Detection

Remote Control

Full network monitoring and control
MagicINFO Server allows for real-time proactive monitoring, should any system malfunctions arise, users receive an automatic email notification with an
overview of the error. The Server also provides information on how to diagnose and fix various potential hardware and software errors. The MagicINFO platform
permits remote control of critical display settings from anywhere with an intuitive mirroring interface which functions as though users were standing right in
front of the display.
Samsung MagicINFO 7
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MagicINFO Author

MagicINFO Player

Compelling content creation

Powerful playback and stunning picture quality

MagicINFO Author allows users to configure the layout and resolution of content based on specific business needs. Author
supports landscape and portrait layouts as well as formal and informal video wall setups. Users can design content from a
variety of supported templates and clip art, even adding widgets or QR codes for additional customer engagement. Users can
also organize content using a timeline or layers to capture customer attention. As the use of web content for digital displays
continues to increase, MagicINFO Author also allows for easy uploading directly from zip files or even the source folder itself.

MagicINFO Player’s powerful playback functionality offers new possibilities to engage and inform customers, providing advanced graphic performance and showcasing content in 8K quality. The elevated graphic power also maximizes seamless
playback preventing any lag or streaming delay, while also eliminating black screens or gaps as content transitions. Whether
in portrait or landscape layout, the Player can deliver up to three simultaneous FHD quality videos from multiple sources
empowering more diverse and captivating storytelling. The S Player embedded in the signage, eliminates the need for an
additional external media player or other unnecessary equipment, saving valuable space and maintenance costs for users.
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Feature list

NEW
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Powerful Playback

Web Content Friendly

Cost Saving

Feature list

Lots of Templates

CEF, QR Code Creation

Lots of Clip arts

Visual Effect

Variable Tag

UHD Content Playback

Varios File Format Support

User’s Font Support

Video Wall Authoring

Multi-video Playback

Content Lock

Global Play Policy

Seamless Playback

Widget Integration

Enhanced Web Element Upload

HTML5 Playback

NEW

NEW

Offline Web Content Preview

NEW

8K Content Playback

ECMAScript 6 Playback
NEW

Enhanced Remote Workspace
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Proactive, real-time content deployment

Event Trigger

Spot Solution

Increasing audience engagement through tailored content delivery

Respond to consumers’ motions for real-time content updates

Samsung’s MagicINFO platform offers advanced audience targeting capabilities. By interacting with specialized sensors,
content or products are displayed based on recognition of specific customer behaviors. Compatibility with IR, NFC, Barcode
and RFID indicators allows managers to program content that automatically appears following a customer action, ranging
from personalized welcome messages to promotional content connected to a certain product or service. Users also can program certain areas of a display to react to specific customer responses, rather than replacing the entire screen.

Beyond reactive targeted content delivery, Samsung’s MagicINFO platform provides state-of-the-art detection technologies
allowing users to display bespoke messaging that resonates with customers. A connected 3D camera, supported by the complementary Spot Manager app and MagicINFO I Player facilitator, captures and analyzes raw data such as customer motions
and interactions, enabling users to identify and display content in areas of maximum visibility. The intelligence of Spot Solution helps businesses to better craft and deploy messages that will motivate customers to make purchases.

Sensor

Trigger input

MagicINFO Server

Trigger

Hardware
1. Smart Signage

3D Camera (Intel D435)

2. Media Player (PC)
3. 3D camera (Intel D435)

Barcode Reader

MagicINFO I Player

IR Proximity Sensor

Installed on PC

4. Android Tablet

Software
Bluetooth Motion
Beacon

1. MagicINFO I Player

RFID Tag
Reader and More

2. Content Manager App
3. MagicINFO Server

SMART Signage

IR Distance Sensor
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NFC Reader

Spot Manager
Installed on Android Tablet

*provided by Samsung
*need to buy in the open market
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Bring to life the data behind your display
Proactive, Real-Time Content Deployment
NEWYORK

LONDON

SYDNEY

MagicINFO Datalink

MagicINFO Analytics

Dynamic, real-time data delivery without interruptions

Data-driven analytics for optimal ad displays

MagicINFO Datalink delivers up-to-date information with simplified, real-time content management, by collecting external
data from the customer database and sending to the MagicINFO Player. Users can create dynamic content with MagicINFO
Datalink, adapting elements such as changes in price, exchange rates and interest rates, all of which can change in real time.
This capability allows users to customize and display impactful information, streamlining content management, minimizing
operation cost.

MagicINFO Analytics powered by Brightics AI, allows users to optimize store promotions and campaigns based on real-time
integrated data. Marketers can create custom rules and automate promotions to display the most relevant content to customers every time. MagicINFO Analytics also provides a dashboard which delivers meaningful performance reports including
sales trend analysis based on time of day, date and weather as well as individual ad performance and funnel reports. The MagicINFO Analytics platform allows retail managers and marketers to better understand promotion results, informing future
marketing campaigns.

MagicINFO Datalink dynamic content workflow

Data integration

Rule design

Publication

Pulling & Pushing*
Data

Weather Data

Sync

Centralized Data

MagicINFO Datalink

• Menu
• Time
• Price
• Region
• Daypart • Language & etc

PoS Data

Publish

Single Template

Performance Analysis

Traffic Data

Display

Dashboard

MagicINFO Server
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People
Count

Zone
Analysis

Heatmap

*Additional development may be required for data pushing
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Additional features
Additional features

Content Sharing

Default Content

SSO Support

Customized
Logo

LDAP Sync

LDAP

Mobile Access

For Users

Device Preset

For Partners

User
Management

Customized
Template

Smart VW
Replacement

Enterprise features

Partner features

Streamlined functionality for corporate-level management

Reinforce branding and reduce setup costs

MagicINFO offers many features that eliminate common frustrations for enterprise IT managers, simplify operations and
save time. The solution allows for seamless operation across company-wide systems by supporting single sign-on protocol and LDAP synchronization. It also provides a user management menu to enable more efficient administration of user’s
information and authority. In addition, a shared content folder allows for easy content sharing between organizations. For
enterprise-level needs, MagicInfo offers a combination of flexibility, reliability and simplicity to ensure optimal performance
while also reducing costs and operational burden.

MagicINFO provides system integrators with a useful set of tools to maintain brand consistency and help with operational
needs. Backed by open API interface, the MagicINFO platform allows users to customize and brand displays. Users can even
add an image or video file as a custom logo to display as devices power on, to emphasize a specific brand or business. MagicINFO supports device group code and preset which allows partners to save a device’s initial settings and configuration
values, saving time and money associated with installation and setup. MagicINFO is a resource for integrators to both personalize displays and save costs.

Feature list

Feature list

NEW
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Device
Group Code

REST API

SSO Support

NEW

Content Sharing

LDAP Sync

Default Content

User Management

Mobile Access

NEW

Web Manual

REST API

Multi-organization
administrator

Customized Logo
Customized Template

Device Group Code
NEW

Device Preset
Smart VW Replacement
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